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1. Which of the following defines value?

     	      What differentiates right from wrong

     	      Rules and regulations

     	      Having regard for someone

     	--->> Perception of what is desirable and cherished by an individual

2. Generally speaking, moral deals with _____

     	--->> Good Character

     	      Bad Behaviour

     	      Religion

     	      Conscience

3. Natural Consciousness is guided by _____

     	--->> Social condition, education and family ties

     	      School and religion

     	      Religion and moral judgement

     	      Morality, laws, values and teachers at school

4. Having regard for oneself is called?

     	      Value

     	--->> Self respect

     	      Moral value

     	      Respect

5. Another term for state law is _____

     	--->> Municipal law
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     	      Procedural law

     	      Common law

     	      Public law

6. Another word for Ethnic Consciousness is?

     	      Nepotism

     	--->> Tribalism

     	      Culture

     	      Religious discrimination

7. The kind of morality that can be regarded as a universal and ideal morality which has 
its origin from the mysthical experiences of prophets is called _____

     	      Moral judgement

     	      African morality

     	      Social morality

     	--->> Open morality

8. What year did the government take over missionary school which rendered school 
worship ineffective?

     	      1867

     	      1869

     	--->> 1970

     	      1990

9. Which of the following does not enhance the teaching and learning of religious 
studies?

     	      Attention

     	      Memory

     	--->> Height

     	      Interest
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10. General rules which guide the conduct of people living in a particular society 
emphasizing good or bad, is known as _____

     	      Social rules

     	      Legal rules

     	--->> Moral rules

     	      Religious rules
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